Abstract-We show how to exploit a noisy feedback link to implement high-reliability communication. We specify a variable-length coding strategy that achieves the error exponent (in delay) of erasure decoding using any noisy feedback channel which has a positive zero-rate random coding error exponent. Building on this result, we give a second approach that, depending only on the capacity of the feedback link, achieves an error exponent up to half of the Burnashev exponent-the maximum exponent that can be achieved with a noiseless feedback link. The resulting exponent can be far larger than the exponent of erasure decoding, particularly at rates close to capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Feedback is present in many deployed communication systems and yet the theory of feedback has made little impact on communications in practice. In part this is because the models of instantaneous and noiseless feedback often assumed in theory do not match the delayed and noisy feedback usually available in practice. In this paper we look at one of the promised benefits of feedbacklarge increases in the reliability of communications over discrete memoryless channels (DMCs). We show that, to some degree, this benefit can still be realized even when the feedback link is itself a noisy channel.
Essentially feedback makes it possible to increase the reliability of communication over a DMC because it enables the use of variable-length transmission. If the system detects that the channel noise has been atypically bad for the duration of transmission, it refrains from decoding until the channel appears to have improved. In contrast, in systems without feedback the duration of transmission must be fixed. Even if the channel noise is bad for the entire duration, the decoder has no option but to decode.
We compare coding strategies based on their reliability functions (or error exponents), calculated in terms of the expected decoding delay. This is the length of time from when the source begins transmitting a message to when the destination makes a final decision. This function is
− log Pr[error]/E [t] .
(
In (1) Pr[error] is the probability of erroneous decoding whenever decoding finally occurs and t is the duration of transmission. For block coding t is deterministic (the block length). For the variable-length strategies discussed in this paper t is random. It depends on the channel noise. Data is transmitted over a "forward" discrete memoryless channel p y f |x f (y|x). For every use of the forward channel, a symbol can be sent by the destination back to the source along a noisy "reverse" link p yr|xr (y|x). Our problem can be considered one of coding for the two-way channel where the rate of communication in the reverse direction is zero. The reverse link's only purpose is to facilitate communication across the forward link. We concentrate on the case where the rate of communication on the forward link R < C f = max px f I(x f ; y f ) is greater than the capacity of the reverse link C r = max px r I(x r ; y r ).
In this paper we combine ideas developed in [5] and [3] to design two communication strategies. First, in Section II we show how to implement an erasure decoding scheme introduced by Forney in settings where the feedback channel is noisy. The reliability function (1) evaluated for Forney's scheme (for noiseless feedback) greatly exceeds that which can be achieved by block coding. We show how to maintain the same reliability even when the feedback channel is very noisy. However, the error exponent of erasure decoding is not the maximum exponent that can be achieved when noiseless feedback is available. That is known as the Burnashev exponent. In Section III we develop a second strategy that gets closer to the Burnashev exponent. When the capacity of the feedback link is large enough, an error exponent of up to half of Burnashev's can be achieved. In Section IV we compare the two protocols. We show that, when communicating close to capacity, the strategy developed in Section III always dominates.
II. ERASURE DECODING WITH NOISY FEEDBACK
In [4] Forney describes an erasure-decoding scheme. The scheme transmits a length-N block code and, if the maximum likelihood (ML) codeword isn't sufficiently more likely than the rest of the codewords (a parameter controls what is meant by "more") the decoder requests a retransmission. Retransmission events are termed erasures. Since retransmission requests require only a single bit of feedback, this scheme is particularly well-matched to implementation. The main challenge raised by noisy feedback is to make sure that the source and destination stay synchronized. If the source has moved on to the next data block while the destination expects a retransmission, the system will fail catastrophically.
We use an anytime code to maintain synchronization. [5] Anytime codes have the property that the reliability of any particular information bit is delaydependent. Information bits are encoded sequentially, and the probability of decoding any given bit in error decays exponentially in the time since that bit entered the encoder. As an example, an infinite constraint-length time-varying convolutional code can have this property.
While not achieving the Burnashev exponent, the error exponent in erasure decoding (with noiseless feedback) far exceeds the sphere-packing bound, which bounds what is possible without feedback. Forney shows that for totally symmetric channels 1 an achievable lower bound on the error exponent is
where E sp (·) is the sphere-packing bound of the forward channel. Taking into account retransmissions, the average communication rate isR = NR/E [t]. The random decoding time t is an integer multiple of N that depends on the number of retransmissions, which itself is a geometrically distributed random variable. As long as retransmissions are sufficiently rare (which they are as long as
We now specify a strategy that deals with the synchronization issues that arise when the feedback channel is noisy, and that achieves an error exponent equal to (2) .
A. Erasure coding with noisy feedback
Our strategy works in parallel on the forward and reverse links. The forward channel is used for data transmission. The reverse link is used to send confirm/deny messages (ACKs or NAKs). In order to keep forward channel utilization high while getting a long delay on the confirmation messages (which makes it possible to preserve synchronization), we cycle transmission through W "users". Each user gets a time slot of N channel uses of the forward channel every W N channel uses. If a user needs to retransmit it must first wait (W − 1)N channel uses for its next time slot. See [5] for a discussion of a similar round-robin strategy.
Consider Confirmation messages are coded on the reverse link using an anytime code. This code takes as input the vector of messages estimatesm w,i for w ∈ {1, . . . W } made thus far. Since one new message estimate is made each N channel uses and only a single bit needs to be fed back per estimate (indicating an ACK or a NAK), the rate of the anytime code is 1/N . At the beginning of the wth user's ith time slot the transmitter makes an estimate of all the previous confirm/deny messages for this user's stream to decide on the number j of ACKs the decoder has produced. It then sets message m w,i equal to the j + 1st message in that user's sequence of messages. By cycling through the W users the minimal delay built up on any of the ACK/NAK messages that the source needs to estimate is (W − 1)N . By revisiting these decisions at each transmission time the transmitter is guaranteed eventually to resynchronize whenever it gets out of sync with the receiver.
B. Analysis
We now analyze the scheme's reliability and efficiency. Its reliability equals the probability of a decoding error once the destination settles on its final message estimate. Its efficiency equals the average communication rateR = NR/E [t] . To analyze these quantities we first understand the performance of the constituent erasure and anytime codes.
For erasure coding Forney shows that for any positive bound δ on the probability of erasure, and for the block length N large enough, the probability of decoding error can be made to decay exponentially as 2 −NE for any E < E forn (R). The error probability of the confirm/deny messages is determined by the error exponent of the anytime code. The anytime code has an error exponent E any (1/N ) where 1/N is the rate of the synchronization messages. The exponent E any (·) is lower bounded by the standard random coding exponent.
The destination makes an error if one of two events occurs. The first is that an error is made during erasure decoding. This event has probability
The second event occurs when encoder and decoder get out of synchronization. This can happens if any of the confirmation messages for a given user is misdecoded. The most recent confirmation message for a given user enters the anytime encoder (W − 1)N channel uses before the user needs that message. The second most recent message entered the anytime encoder W N channel before that, and so forth. Using the union bound we upper bound the probability that any of these messages are decoded in error as
Letting N grow large and setting (3) equal to (4) allows us to solve for W , the number of users we need to cycle through to maintain the Forney exponent under noisy feedback.
We now calculate the expected duration of transmission which will give the average communication rate. If decoding occurs after the first transmission of a data block, the duration of communication is N . If there is a single retransmission the duration is (W + 1)N , if two (2W + 1)N , and so forth. Since the probability of retransmission is bounded by δ, the expected transmission length E [t] can be bounded as
The second term can be made as small as desired by picking δ suitably small. Therefore, the average rateR > R/(1 + δW/(1 − δ)) can be made to approximate R. We now show that the reliability function for this strategy equals Forney's. With the choice of W as in (5) the probability of decoding error is given by (3) . Substituting this error probability together with E [t] from (6) into (1) withR R gives E forn (R) as the reliability function.
Note that the capacity C r of the reverse channel did not enter into the discussion (it does effect the choice of W in (5)). As long as the reverse channel has a positive random coding error exponent at zero rate then E forn (R) is achievable.
III. GETTING TO HALF THE BURNASHEV EXPONENT As mentioned in the introduction, the error exponent (2) is not the maximum that can be achieved with feedback under an expected block-length constraint. This is because in erasure decoding only the destination is involved in decisions whether to retransmit and certain types of decoding errors are not detectable by the destination. By involving the source (who knows what was transmitted) in the decision whether to retransmit, a larger exponent can be achieved. Burnashev [1] gives both an upper bound on this exponent, and a scheme that achieves that upper bound. His bound is
where C 1 is defined as
Let x i * and x j * denote the two symbols that yield C 1 .
To deal with noisy feedback we build on a scheme devised by Yamamoto and Itoh. This scheme achieves the Burnashev bound when the feedback channel is noiseless. Similar to Forney's, Yamamoto and Itoh's scheme also works in blocks of length N , with possible retransmissions. In the first λN channel uses, where 0 <λ<1, the source uses a rate-R block code to transmit the data. In Yamamoto and Itoh's setting, because of the noiseless feedback, at the end of the block code the source knows whether the destination's ML codeword is correct. The source then uses the remaining (1 − λ)N channel uses in the block to transmit a binary message that either confirms or denies the correctness of the destination's ML codeword. If the destination detects a NAK it expects a retransmission. If it detects an ACK the source moves on to the next message. Via the noiseless feedback the source stays synchronized with the destination. Errors only occur when a NAK is misdetected as an ACK.
The ACK (NAK) codeword is (1 − λ)N repetitions of the x i * (x j * ) symbol. For the binary hypothesis test, the destination uses a decoding rule tuned to achieve a fixed bound > 0 on the probability of a false alarm, i.e., of an ACK being mis-detected as a NAK. This probability determines the probability of retransmission. Under this constraint the rule is tuned to minimize the probability of missed detection, i.e., of the NAK message being mis-detected as a ACK. Since this event determines the probability of error we want it to be very small. A direct application of Stein's Lemma [2] bounds this probability by 2 −(1−λ)NC1 . In our context the reverse link is not noiseless. We therefore encode our feedback messages. If R > C r Reverse channel we cannot reliably transmit enough codewords on the reverse link to uniquely index each of the destination's possible decisions. Using an idea developed in [3] we instead send back a random hash of the decision. Each hash corresponds to a subset, or bin, of messages. In contrast to Forney's scheme where we only had to deal with synchronization issues, we now also have to deal with coding errors on the reverse link and with hash collisions-when an incorrect decision and the true message share the same hash. Formally, our strategy work in four stages operating sequentially along the forward and reverse links. In the first stage a length-λN block code, 0 < λ < 1 is used to transmit a message m ∈ {1, 2, . . . 2 λN R } across the forward channel. The destination decodes to the most likely messagem. The 2 λN R messages are randomly partitioned into M fb = 2 γNR fb bins B 1 . . . B M fb where 0 < γ < 1. Next, the index k of the bin such thatm ∈ B k is encoded and transmitted along the reverse channel using a length-γN block code. The source decodes this message tok. If m ∈ Bk (equivalently we say if k = B(m)) the source transmits the ACK message along the forward channel using a length-(1 − λ)N repetition code (as in Yamamoto-Itoh). Otherwise it transmits the NAK message. Finally, an anytime code is used for the last (1 − γ)N channel uses of the reverse channel to inform the source whether the destination understood the confirm/deny message as an ACK or as a NAK. Just as in Section II we interleave the transmissions of W users to ensure that the source and destination stay synchronized. See Figure 1 for a diagram of the phases of transmission and their interleaving between users.
The expected duration of transmission is determined by the number of retransmissions. There are three events that can lead to a retransmission. The first is when the destination makes a decoding error (m = m), the source learns of the mistake via feedback, and successfully transmits a NAK. The probability of this event is upper bounded by 2 −λN E f (R) where E f (·) is the random coding error exponent of the forward channel.
The second event occurs when the destination does not make a decoding error (m = m), the source sends the NAK message, but that message is mistakenly decoded as an ACK. As in Yamamoto-Itoh, the probability of this event can be upper bounded by a constant . The third event also occurs when the destination does not make a decoding error (m = m), but where there is an error on the feedback channel so the source thinks the destination has made an error (k = B(m) ). The probability of this event is upper bounded by 2 −γNEr(R fb ) where E r (·) is the random coding error exponent of the reverse channel. Union bounding these three events bounds the probability of retransmission by
As long as R < C f and R fb < C r then as N grows large, the probability of retransmission is dominated by . Since can be set to any positive constant, for N large enough we can bound the probability of retransmission by any positive constant δ. We next bound the expected duration of transmission. Before making a decision the destination must have received the initial transmission, fed back its encoded hash, and received the confirm/deny message. Thus, the shortest possible transmission duration is 2N . See Figure 1 . In comparison with erasure decoding, the extra delay of N is the cost of bringing the encoder into the decision whether to retransmit. If there is a single retransmission the duration is (W + 2)N , if two the duration is (2W + 2)N , and so forth. Since the probability of retransmission is bounded by δ, the expected transmission length E [t] can be bounded as
The second term can be made as small as desired by picking δ suitably small. Since two messages are interleaved every 2N channel uses, the average rate is
Since δ can be set arbitrarily small,R can be made to approximate λR.
To determine the reliability of our scheme we first enumerate the events that can lead to decoding errors. The first occurs when the destination makes a decoding error (m = m) but the source thinks it has not sincê k = B(m). We term this a hash collision and bound its probability below. The second event is that the destination has made a decoding error, the source realizes this sincek = B(m), but the NAK message is mis-decoded as an ACK. This is the same error event as in YamamotoItoh, and is upper bounded by 2 −(1−λ)NC1 . Finally, as in Section II there can be synchronization errors. We bound these as in (4) where the anytime code works across blocks of length (1 − γ)N rather than N and, to account for the hash feedback, there is an extra time-slot delay before the sync data enters the anytime code (see Fig. 1 ). We now bound the probability of hash collisions. These occur whenk = B(m) butm = m. This can happen either because of decoding errors made at the destination (i.e., whenm = m) or decoding errors made on the feedback message (i.e., whenk = B(m)).
In (11) we expand the collision events in terms of whether the feedback message was decoded correctly. Because the hashing is done independently of the code design in (12) the probability that a randomly picked bin equals the one the true codeword is in is equal to 2 −γNR fb . Combining the probability of a hash collision from (13) with the other error events gives the following bound on the probability of decoding error:
To minimize (14) first note that as N gets large, by
the third term equals the second. The error probability is therefore controlled by the trade off between the first two terms. To minimize the first term, we want to choose R fb to be as large as possible. However, from (8) we know that we need R fb < C r to keep the number of retransmissions small. Hence we set R fb to be just below C r . For the same reason we set R to be just below C f , and also so as to maximizeR in (10).
Inspecting (14), with R fb C r the error probability is 2 −(1−λ)NC1 as long as γC r ≥ (1 − λ)C 1 . By choosing W (and therefore N ) suitably large, we can set γ arbitrarily close to one. In the limit of γ = 1 the first two terms (hashing error and missed detection of a NAK) balance as long as λ ≥ (C 1 − C r )/C 1 . Since R C f , andR λR λC f from (9), we express this condition in terms of the average rate: (
ForR < (C 1 − C r )C f /C 1 the first term in (14) dominates, and the reliability function is C r /2. Putting these two regimes together gives − log Pr[error]/E [t] min E burn (R)/2, C r /2 .
IV. DISCUSSION
In Section II we showed that a reliability function of E forn (R) is achievable as long as the feedback channel has a non-zero random (more generally expurgated) coding exponent at zero rate. In Section III we showed that for communication rates satisfyingR ≥ (1−C r /C 1 )C f , a reliability function of E burn (R)/2 is achievable. In general the ratio of the two functions is 0.5C
For rates close to capacity E sp (R) 0, and the ratio simplifies to C 1 /2C f . In Figure 2 we plot this ratio for a binary symmetric channel with cross-over probability less than 1/2. For the whole range C 1 /2C f ≥ 2, so the hashing scheme gives an error exponent that is at least twice as large as erasure decoding.
